The influence of regional stress and structural control on the shape of maar craters
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Abstract

Maars are volcanic craters surrounded by ejecta rings. The craters are excavated by subsurface explosions, commonly attributed to the interaction of magma and groundwater in phreatomagmatic explosions. Maar craters have a variety of shapes and sizes, but commonly are elongate. This paper explores the relationship between the orientation of maar elongation and regional stress indicators. The orientations of maar elongation, regional faults, and nearest neighbor lineaments containing maars were measured in seven volcanic fields: Auckland (New Zealand), Lamongan (Indonesia), Newer Volcanics Province (Australia), Pali Aike (Argentina), Pinacate (Mexico), Macolod Corridor (Philippines), and Serdán Orientale (Mexico). Common maar orientations were observed in several fields and compared with faulting and nearest neighbor lineaments. It was found that the distribution of maars was commonly correlated with regional stress indicators including regional faults and lineaments of aligned vents, but the orientation of elongation of those maars did not always correlate with stress indicators. Maars not aligned with stress indicators were likely influenced by more local effects, including changes to the subsurface stress regime from the ongoing eruption.
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1 Introduction

Maars are volcanic landforms produced by subsurface phreatomagmatic explosions that result in a distinctive crater with a floor beneath the pre-eruptive surface, and a surrounding ejecta ring. Maar craters are the product of tens to hundreds of discrete explosions attributed to contact between magma and groundwater [Ross et al. 2017; Valentine et al. 2017; White and Ross 2011]. These subsurface explosions produce an inverted cone of debris in the subsurface (the diatreme), with the crater and tephra ring the only surface expression (Figure 1). Although these eruptions generate craters of varying size and shape, the majority of maars exhibit elongate to complex shapes [Graettinger 2018]. Unlike scoria cones, maars are not constructional landforms, instead the shape of maar craters is controlled by explosive excavation and collapse [White and Ross 2011, and references therein]. Although maars can frequently be found in spatial association with scoria cones, the process of excavation by subsurface explosions warrants separate evaluation from scoria cone construction. It is therefore important to evaluate populations of maars, across multiple volcanic fields, to assess external influences on crater growth to inform hazard models regarding their formation and subsequent propagation in the field.

More than half of the world’s maars occur in mono-genetic volcanic fields alongside scoria cones and other small vents, but 42% occur within complex volcanic fields next to (maars in the Macolod Corridor Philippines) and as parasitic features on larger structures like stratovolcanoes (Lamongan Volcanic Field, Indonesia) and calderas (Aniakchak, USA) [Graettinger 2018]. The distribution and alignment of small volume volcanic edifices, such as scoria cones, has been used to recognize the distribution and orientation of magma pathways in the crust, including fractures produced by the arriving magma and the exploitation of pre-existing fractures [Cebriá et al. 2011; Corazzato and Tibaldi 2006; Germa et al. 2013; Hernando et al. 2014; López Loera et al. 2008; Mazzarini 2003; Tibaldi 1995]. Similar studies of calderas in the Ethiopian rift have also identified an elongation of the caldera shape parallel to pre-rift fractures reflecting tectonic influences even on much larger structures [Acocella et al. 2003; Robertson et al. 2015]. The influence of regional stress and structural control has been observed in multiple tectonic settings [Le Corvec et al. 2013a], but local influences on individual cones and clusters can also be detected across large volcanic fields [Connor et al. 1992; Maccagno et al. 2015].

This study aims to evaluate the influence of regional stress on the distribution and shapes of maar volcanoes across seven volcanic fields in different tectonic settings. Indicators of regional stress, including regional faults and lineaments of aligned vents were compared...
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Figure 1: [A] Cartoon showing the idealized subsurface structure of a maar crater with colors representing the mixing inside the diatreme of volcanic and country rock materials. [B] Gnotuk (top) and Bullen Merri (bottom) maars (Newer Volcanic Province, Australia) with polygon of crater outline with ellipse for elongation superimposed. Note that Bullen Merri has two measurable directions of elongation.

with the orientation of the primary direction of elongation of well-preserved maars within the Auckland Volcanic Field (New Zealand), Lamongan Volcanic Field (Indonesia), Newer Volcanics Province (Australia), Pali Aike Volcanic Field (Argentina), Pinacate Volcanic Field (Mexico), maars of the Macolod Corridor (Philippines), and Serdán Oriental Volcanic Fields (Mexico; Figure 2). These fields were selected as they had large numbers (>5) of intact maars and represented a range of volcanic and tectonic environments. This is the first effort to evaluate the influence of the regional stress regime on the growth of maars across multiple volcanic fields.

1.1 Auckland Volcanic Field

The Auckland Volcanic Field (AVF) on the North Island of New Zealand is an intraplate monogenetic field located roughly 400 km west of the present-day Hikurangi subduction zone [Cassidy and Locke 2010; Hopkins et al. 2020]. The field occupies an area of 336 km² and contains more than 53 small monogenetic volcanic centers, many of which are phreatomagmatic including the six maars used in this study [Kereszturi et al. 2014]. The field has been active from <250 ka to 500 years before present [Lindsay et al. 2011], producing predominately alkali basalts and basanites and erupting through Miocene-Eocene age alternating sequences of sandstones and mudstones that rest on top of Mesozoic metasedimentary terranes [Mortimer et al. 2014]. Miocene-Quaternary extensional block faulting produced faults striking NNW and ENE throughout the region [Cassidy and Locke 2010; Kenny et al. 2012; Langridge et al. 2016].

1.2 Lamongan Volcanic Field

The Lamongan Volcanic Field (LVF) is located in east Java, Indonesia within the Sunda Volcanic Arc, a surface expression of the northward subduction of the Indo-Australian Plate beneath the Eurasian Plate [Carn 1999]. The 90 vents of the Lamongan volcanic field sit near and on the slopes of the Lamongan stratovolcano, covering an area of 260 km² and cutting through lacustrine sediments, lavas and pyroclastic deposits [Carn 1999; Carn 2000; Pirrung et al. 2004]. From these vents, fourteen maars were selected for use in this study. The field has been active for approximately 20,000 years, containing lava flows and cones that range in composition from basalt to basaltic andesite [Carn 1999; Pirrung et al. 2004].
rungrung et al. 2004]. The tectonic structure beneath the field is poorly understood, however radar imagery provides some evidence for regional NW–SE and NE–SW faulting [Carn 1999].

1.3 Newer Volcanics Province

The Newer Volcanics Province (NVP) is an intraplate monogenetic volcanic region located in southeastern Australia. The area covers more than 19,000 km$^2$ and contains over 400 eruptive vents [Boye 2013], including the 23 maars included in this study. Most of the maars of the NVP (and all of the maars utilized in this study) fall within the Otway Basin, an extensional basin formed during the break-up of Australia and east Antarctica at the end of the Jurassic [Kharazizadeh et al. 2017]. Eruptive products in the NVP range from tholeiitic to alkali basalt dated from the Pliocene through the Holocene [Lesti et al. 2008]. The majority of the maars occur in the southern part of the NVP. All of the maars used cut through the Cretaceous-Pliocene sedimentary sequence of the Otway Basin and lavas from earlier activity in the NVP [Boye 2013; Jordan et al. 2013; Kharazizadeh et al. 2017; Lesti et al. 2008]. This sedimentary sequence is deposited directly on top of the Paleozoic basement [Lesti et al. 2008]. The region is crosscut by multiple major fault lines, predominately oriented in a North-South direction.

1.4 Pali Aike Volcanic Field

The Pali Aike Volcanic Field (PAVF) marks a major Pliocene–Quaternary phase in the development of the Magellanic rift system in Southern Argentina and Chile [D’Orazio et al. 2000; Mazzarini 2003]. The 4500 km$^2$ field contains 476 eruptive features including numerous maars, of which 23 of the best preserved were analyzed here. Activity in the PAVF has been dated from 3.78 to 0.17 Ma, although young fresh morphology lava flows suggest continued activity into the Holocene [Mazzarini 2003]. The PAVF deposits are predominantly alkaline basalts and basanites [D’Orazio et al. 2000; Ross et al. 2011]. The field is built on top of volcano-sedimentary infill with a Paleozoic metamorphic basement [Mazzarini 2003]. Maars cut through these sequences and earlier lavas of PAVF activity [Haller and Néth 2006; Ross et al. 2011]. Faults and lineaments in the region have dominant ENE–WSW and NW–SE orientations [Mazzarini 2003].

1.5 Pinacate Volcanic Field

The Pinacate Volcanic Field (PinVF) of Sonora, Mexico, lies just a few kilometers east of the Gulf of California within the Gulf Extensional Province [Garcia-Abdeslem and Calmus 2015; Gutmann 2002]. Over 400 vents, including eight maars studied here, formed within the Late Pleistocene 1500 km$^2$ monogenetic PinVF, with numerous morphologically young features present [Garcia-Abdeslem and Calmus 2015; Turrin et al. 2008]. Pinacate volcanics are alkaline to transitional basalts with rare tholeites [Turrin et al. 2008]. Pinacate maars cut through the gravelly deposits of the ancestral Sonoyta River that sit on a sequence of thick basaltic lava flows and basin-filling sediment on top of a Miocene basaltic basement [Garcia-Abdeslem and Calmus 2015; Gutmann 2002]. Nearby, the Pacific–
North American plate boundary is defined by the right lateral, NW-SE-trending, Imperial and Cerro Prieto faults [García-Abdeslem and Calmus 2015; Padilla et al. 2013].

1.6 Maars of the Macolod Corridor

Torn between Eastward subduction along the Manila Trench, and Westward subduction along the Philippine Trench, the Macolod Corridor is a zone of extensional faulting between the two [Vogel et al. 2006]. The space between these two segments of the Luzon Arc is about 80 km wide and trends NE [Vogel et al. 2006]. The Macolod Corridor likely intersects several different outcrops including Zambales type ophiolites, Central Valley clastics, and Angat Ophiolites moving from the Southwest to Northwest respectively [Defant et al. 1988]. Within the corridor are located hundreds of maars, a couple calderas, and three stratovolcanoes, though the maars chosen for this study are grouped near the center of the corridor and include the San Pablo City Volcanic Field [Ku et al. 2009]. The 16 maars chosen from the Macolod Corridor (MCM) are nestled between Mt Maquilung, Mt Crostbal/Mt Banahaw stratovolcanoes and Taal caldera. Activity in the Macolod Corridor dates from ~2 Ma, but more detailed age information is not available on the small volcanic features like maars in the area [Ku et al. 2009; LLDA 2014]. The lavas of the Macolod Corridor are almost exclusively basaltic [Fürster et al. 1990], with the northeastern section hosting the MCM having more calc-alkaline basalt compositions [Ku et al. 2009]. The maars of this field cut through mixed volcanic deposits from the surrounding calderas and smaller volcanic centers. The MCM lies at the northeastern edge of the Macolod Corridor surrounded by N-S and E-W trending fault systems [Fürster et al. 1990; Tsutsumi and Perez 2013] with common NE–SW normal faults crosscutting larger volcanic edifices [Irapta 2018].

1.7 Serdán Orientale Volcanic Field

The Serdán-Oriente Volcanic Field (SOVF) lies in the easternmost part of the Trans Mexican Volcanic Belt, in a broad, internally drained intermountane basin [Carrasco-Núñez et al. 2007]. Covering approximately 5250 km², the SOVF contains tens of vents including rhyolitic domes, scoria cones, lavas, maars, tuff rings, and a few tuff cones [Carrasco-Núñez et al. 2007; Ort and Carrasco-Núñez 2009]. Nine maars from the SOVF were included in this study. Volcanism in the Serdán Oriental basin has been active since the Pliocene epoch, but the maars are predominantly late Pleistocene in age [Carrasco-Núñez et al. 2007]. The SOVF is the only field in this study that contains rhyolitic and basaltic maars. The maars cut pyroclastic deposits, Pleistocene basaltic lava flows, and the underlying limestone base-

2 Methods

In order for a maar to be eligible for inclusion in elongation orientation analysis, it had to have a visually discernable and complete crater rim. The rims of selected maars were manually digitized using imagery available in Google Earth. Using the ellipse tool in Arc GIS, an ellipse was then fit within the maar rim polygon such that it occupied the largest possible area without crossing the boundaries of the polygon, to represent the primary direction of elongation of the crater (Figure 1). In cases where the largest area covered by an ellipse proved to be circular (aspect ratio of >0.9), the maar was removed from the dataset. Orientations of elongation determined this way are reasonable within ten degrees.

For this study, stress indicators include exposed regional faults and lineaments of aligned volcanic features. Regional faults were selected within and around the studied volcanic fields based on proximity, from published literature and government datasets of mapped faults and lineaments. The number of faults from some fields were limited likely due to significant cover by sediments and volcanic deposits. All fault lineaments within 50 km of the center of each field were digitized. In cases where faults were not well exposed or mapped, the range was extended to 150 km (AVF and PinVF). The azimuthal orientation of the faults was calculated and tabulated.

A maar-focused nearest neighbor analysis was carried out for all maars digitized (not just those used for elongation orientation) using the centroid of the original polygons to compute the orientation of the line between the two nearest neighbor maar craters. Lineations of aligned maars were identified where three or more maars were found in a line, and the orientation of that line fell within ten degrees of a nearest neighbor mode. Age of the landforms was not considered in this selection, however the fields used were selected for being quaternary in age. Where available, focused vent alignment studies from Le Corvec et al. [2013b], Mazzarini [2003], Pirrung et al. [2004], and Boyce [2013] were used to evaluate the success of maar-generated nearest neighbor alignment and to compare with maar orientation data. For the Lamongan volcanic field and the Macolod Corridor the position information on non-maar vents is limited in the literature and positions are difficult to discern with satellite imagery alone due to heavy vegetation cover, so similar comparison could not be drawn.
Figure 3: Graph of primary elongation orientations for maars in the Pali Aike Volcanic Field and line used to classify modes of shared orientations. Areas in which the slope is less than five are highlighted green, making up the strong modes. Areas of the line highlighted yellow have a slope less than ten and make up weak modes.

A mode represents frequently occurring values in a dataset, representing a common orientation. Orientation modes were determined for primary maar elongation, fault orientation, and nearest neighbor lineament orientation. Orientations were plotted in ten degree bins as rose diagrams for visual evaluation, but as modes in natural datasets can be influenced by the method of defining the mode (including binning), especially when datasets are small, an additional cluster determination was used to define strong and weak modes. Orientation measurements for a field were ordered from smallest to largest and plotted on a simple line plot. The slope of line varied between similar values (Figure 3). In most of the studied volcanic fields the datasets were small, due to the number of available maars, and a shallow slope, of five or less between orientation values, was used to identify ‘strong’ modes. When the slope of the line was up to ten the mode was considered ‘weak’. Modes are assigned by a code of P = Primary elongation, F = fault orientation, and N = Nearest neighbor orientation with a subscript A–X to distinguish them (where A is the strongest). Because the amount of fault data for the Newer Volcanics Province was substantially larger than what was available for all other data sets (more than six times as many data points as other fields), modes were manually determined with the assistance of the slope method after lowering the required slope threshold to 2.5 and 5 for strong and weak modes respectively.

3 Results

3.1 Auckland Volcanic Field
AVF has a total of six maars with measurable elongation. The maars exhibit no strong or weak modes in primary elongation orientation (Figure 4; Table 1). The faulting data exhibit a single strong mode (F_A) from 154–168°. Maar-derived nearest neighbor direction data exhibits one strong mode from 19–25° (N_A) supported by a lineament of three or more aligned maars in field (Figure 4). Out of all the maars, only one elongation orientation falls within ten degrees of the faulting mode F_A. Nearest neighbor analysis that involved 49 volcanic vents (of any vent type) by Le Corvec et al. [2013b] revealed three lineaments composed of vents with two different orientations (NE–SW and NNE–SSW) consistent with Von Veh and Németh [2009]. The observed orientations of nearest neighbor maar pairs match with these larger trends in the field. The orientations of maar elongations were diverse in the AVF and no correlation between the elongation and stress indicators was apparent.

3.2 Lamongan Volcanic Field
Lamongan Volcanic Field contains fourteen maars with measurable orientations of elongation (Table 1). The maars of LVF exhibit one strong primary elongation ori-
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Table 1: Summary of modes identified in this study and related literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volcanic Field</th>
<th>Elongation modes</th>
<th>Faulting Modes</th>
<th>NN modes</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auckland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F(_A) 154-168°</td>
<td>N(_A) 19-25°</td>
<td>NE-SW(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>F(_B) 68-78°</td>
<td>N(_B) 144-155°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamongan</td>
<td>P(_A), n = 5</td>
<td>179–11° F(_A)</td>
<td>N(_A) 144–155°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_C), n = 3(^\dagger)</td>
<td>24-41° F(_B)</td>
<td>135–150°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newer Volcanics Province</td>
<td>P(_A), n = 10</td>
<td>78–123° N(_B) 108–132°</td>
<td>90–120°(^**)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_B), n = 3</td>
<td>167–176° F(_B)</td>
<td>158–13° N(_B) 139–139°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_C), n = 5(^\dagger)</td>
<td>104–136° F(_C)</td>
<td>123–140° N(_C) 44–75°</td>
<td>30–60°(^**)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_D), n = 3(^\dagger)</td>
<td>46–63°</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pali Aike</td>
<td>P(_A), n = 5</td>
<td>136–148° F(_A)</td>
<td>119–146° N(_A) 132–163°</td>
<td>NE-SW(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_B), n = 4</td>
<td>1–13° F(_B)</td>
<td>48–51° N(_B) 87–98°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_C), n = 4</td>
<td>81–96° F(_C)</td>
<td>71–74° N(_C) 98–110°</td>
<td>NW-SE(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_D), n = 4</td>
<td>166–175°</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_E), n = 3(^\dagger)</td>
<td>108–125°</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinacate</td>
<td>P(_A), n = 3</td>
<td>17–28° F(_A)</td>
<td>127–153° N(_A) 91–95°</td>
<td>NNW-SSE(^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macolod</td>
<td>P(_A), n = 3</td>
<td>4–8° F(_A)</td>
<td>27–68° N(_A) 59–62°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_B), n = 3</td>
<td>31–40° F(_B)</td>
<td>177–18° N(_B) 153–161°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_C), n = 3</td>
<td>60–70° F(_C)</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P(_D), n = 3(^\dagger)</td>
<td>97–114°</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serdán O.</td>
<td>P(_A), n = 3</td>
<td>70–77° FA</td>
<td>118–154°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>5–13°</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\) Le Corvec et al. [2013b]
\(^**\) Boyce [2013]
\(^\dagger\) Suter et al. [1992] and De León-Barragán et al. [2020]
\(^\dagger\) weak mode

orientation mode from 179–11° (P\(_A\), n = 5), and one weak mode from 24-41° (P\(_C\), n = 3; Figure 5). Faulting data from LVF exhibits two strong modes at 68–78° (F\(_A\)) and 135–150° (F\(_B\)). The maar derived nearest neighbor direction data in Lamongan has one strong mode from 144–155° (N\(_A\)) supported by three or more maars located in the maar only dataset. Nearest neighbor mode N\(_A\) falls entirely within ten degrees of the edges of faulting mode F\(_B\). There is no overlap shared by either nearest neighbor or faulting data with maar elongation orientations for this field. Although comprehensive nearest neighbor analysis of the entire Lamongan Volcanic Field has not been completed to date, Pirrung et al. [2004] and Carn [2000] both identified a radial distribution of vents around the Lamongan stratovolcano, with lineaments that overlap with those observed in the maar only dataset. This trend is also weakly apparent in maar-only maps (Figure 5).

3.3 Newer Volcanics Province

The Newer Volcanics Province contains 23 maars with complete rims and measurable elongation (Table 1). The maars of the NVP exhibit two strong modes and two weak modes in primary elongation orientation (Figure 6). The strong modes are 9–41° (P\(_A\), n = 10) and 167–176° (P\(_B\), n = 3). The weak modes range from 104–136° (P\(_C\), n = 5) and 46–63° (P\(_D\), n = 3). The faulting modes in NVP are 78–123° (F\(_A\)), 158–13° (F\(_B\)), and 123–140° (F\(_C\)). There are multiple maar-derived nearest neighbor direction modes: 108–132° (N\(_A\)), 132–132° (N\(_B\)), and 44–75° (N\(_C\)) supported by three or more maars in line with one another. Modes N\(_A\) and N\(_B\) are strong while mode N\(_C\) is weak. Of the primary maar elongation modes, the weak mode P\(_C\) is encompassed by faulting modes F\(_A\) and F\(_C\), and nearest neighbor mode N\(_A\). P\(_B\) correlates with faulting mode F\(_B\). About half of mode P\(_A\) is encompassed by faulting mode F\(_B\). Finally, primary elongation orientation mode P\(_D\) is encompassed by nearest neighbor mode N\(_C\). Part of nearest neighbor mode N\(_C\) overlaps partially with the primary elongation orientation mode P\(_A\).

In the NVP, 18/23 maar primary elongation orientations share similar orientations with faulting and nearest neighbor orientation data. Including maars which are not part of maar modes, 20/23 maars are similar to faulting and nearest neighbor orientations. No published nearest neighbor analysis for NVP exists at the time of publication, but vent location data from Boyce [2013] were used to compute nearest neighbor orientations in the NVP, which shows a common orientation for nearest neighbor pairs at 90–120° and 30–60°.
3.4 Pali Aike Volcanic Field

The Pali Aike Volcanic Field contains 23 maars with measurable elongations. PAVF maars exhibit four strong modes in primary elongation orientation: 136–148° ($P_A$, $n = 5$), 1–13° ($P_B$, $n = 4$), 81–96° ($P_C$, $n = 4$), and 166–175° ($P_D$, $n = 4$, Figure 7). One weak primary elongation orientation mode exists at 108–125° ($P_E$, $n = 3$). Faulting data for PAVF exhibits three strong modes at 119–146° ($F_A$), 48–51° ($F_B$), and 71–74° ($F_C$). The maar-derived nearest neighbor data for Pali Aike exhibits three modes from 132–163° ($N_A$), 87–98° ($N_B$), and 98–110° ($N_C$), supported by three or more aligned maars. While primary elongation orientation mode $P_B$ has no matching modes in faulting or nearest neighbor data, all other primary elongation orientation modes are met with a complimentary fault or nearest neighbor mode. Primary elongation orientation modes $P_A$ and $P_E$ both overlap with both faulting and nearest neighbor modes $F_A$ and $N_A$. Primary elongation orientation mode $P_C$ is matched in part by faulting mode $F_C$, but is entirely covered by nearest neighbor mode $N_B$. Primary elongation orientation mode $P_D$ is similar to nearest neighbor mode $N_A$. Lastly, nearest neighbor mode $N_A$ also encompasses primary elongation orientation mode $P_F$. Analysis of the all vents in the PAVF by Le Corvec et al. [2013b] using 467 volcanic features revealed 275 lineaments with two orientations (NW–SE, NE–SW) that correlate with regional strike slip and normal faults as was also shown by Mazzarini [2003]. This is consistent with elongation mode $P_A$ composed of 5/23 PAVF maars. Qualitative observations of other complex features not included in maar orientation measurements because of mixed magmatic
Figure 6: Newer Volcanics Province spatial (map) and orientation data (rose diagram). [A] all maars measured for primary elongation orientation. Maars in modes by color Green (PA), Blue (PB), Orange (PC), Red (PD), Grey (none). [B] Nearest neighbor lineaments between maars. [C] Location of all of the maars from a regional view (blue dots) and fault lines in the region (red lines) showing West and East subset areas from [A] and [B].

3.5 Pinacate Volcanic Field

The Pinacate Volcanic Field (PinVF) contains eight maars with measurable elongation orientations. The maars exhibit one strong mode in primary elongation orientation from 17–28° (P\textsubscript{A}, n = 3; Figure 8). Faulting data were found to have one strong mode from 127–133° (F\textsubscript{A}). Maar-derived nearest neighbor data exhibits one strong mode from 91–95° (N\textsubscript{A}) supported by three or more aligned maars. The primary elongation orientation mode does not match faulting or nearest neighbor orientations. Faulting and nearest neighbor orientations do not match. Two maars not a part of any of the maar modes align with fault modes. Nearest Neighbor analysis by Le Corvec et al. [2013a] of 453 vents from PinVF revealed 38 individual vent lineaments with two different orientations (NNW–SSE and NE–SW). These broader trends correlate well with the regional strike slip faulting observed in both studies, but only two maars in modes had similar orientations of elongations to these trends.

3.6 The Maars of the Macolod Corridor

The Maars of the Macolod Corridor include 14 maars with measurable elongations. Primary maar elongation orientation data exhibits three strong modes (Figure 9) from 4–8° (P\textsubscript{A}, n = 3), 31–40° (P\textsubscript{B}, n = 3), and 60–70° (P\textsubscript{C}, n = 3), and one weak mode from 97–114° (P\textsubscript{D}, n = 3). There are three strong modes among the faulting data from 27–68° (F\textsubscript{A}), 177–18° (F\textsubscript{B}), and 90° (F\textsubscript{C}). Three strong modes were found in maar-derived nearest neighbor data from 59–62° (N\textsubscript{A}), and 153–161° (N\textsubscript{B}) with at least three maars in a line. Each of the four maar modes have a similar faulting or nearest neighbor mode. Primary elongation orientation mode P\textsubscript{A} ex-
Figure 8: PinVF spatial (map) and orientation data (rose diagram). [A] Maars measured for primary elongation orientation. Color indicates modes Green (PA), Grey (none). [B] Nearest neighbor lines for maars. [C] Digitized maars (blue dots) and fault lines (red lines) from a regional view.

hhibits a similar orientation as faulting mode FB. Faulting mode FA shares a similar orientation with the maars of primary elongation orientation mode PB. Primary elongation orientation mode PC is similar to nearest neighbor mode NA and faulting mode FA. Primary orientation mode PB has overlap with faulting mode FC, but only for one maar’s elongation orientation. In summary, there are 10/14 maars in modes with similar orientations as faulting or nearest neighbor data. If all maars are considered, regardless of maar modes, then 12/14 maars can be found with similar primary elongation orientations to faulting and nearest neighbor data. Nearest neighbor and faulting data also exhibit overlap in this field between modes FA and NA. The maars of the Macolod Corridor have less published data than the other fields and precise counts of the number of more vegetated vents (scoria cones, fissures etc.), and indeed the extent of the field relative to the surrounding stratovolcanoes is limited [Irapta 2018; LLDA 2014] so there was no available comprehensive vent alignment data.

3.7 Serdán Oriental Volcanic Field

The Serdán Oriental Volcanic Field contains nine maars with measurable elongations. One strong primary elongation orientation mode was found (Figure 10) from 70–77° (PA, n = 3). Faulting data exhibits two strong modes from 118–154° (FA) and 5–13° (FB). No maar-derived nearest neighbor mode included three or more maars in a line. Three of the maars share similar primary elongation orientations as faulting, but do not fall under a maar mode. Analysis of all the vents within the SOVF has not been completed to date, likely due to the low number of individual vents within the field. The Aljojuka maar has been described as part of an east west alignment with older scoria cones [De León-Barragán et al. 2020]. This alignment, and the weak east-west nearest neighbor trend observed in the rose diagram (Figure 10), is consistent with regional east-west structures related to the Trans Mexican Volcanic Belt [Suter et al. 1992].
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Research regarding dike propagation has shown that dikes within volcanic fields are often aligned with the regional tectonic stress field, that is, perpendicular to the least compressive stress [Acocella and Neri 2009]. This is because dikes can either utilize pre-existing faults as pathways to get magma to the surface, if the current stress regime is favorable, or create new pathways that are influenced by that stress regime [Gonnernmann and Taisne 2015]. Since the distribution of features is determined by dike position and orientation, it is expected that maar craters would exhibit evidence of this regional stress control in their distribution. In this study, faults in each field were compared with lineaments identified by nearest neighbor results of the maars alone, and all features in the field when available in published literature (Table 1). Six of the seven volcanic fields studied here were found to have nearest neighbor alignments composed of three or more maars (Auckland, Lamongan, Newer Volcanics Province, Pali Aike, Pinacate, and Macolod Corridor). Of the six fields where these maar-only lineaments were identified, four were found to have some overlap with faulting modes for those fields (Lamongan, Newer Volcanics Province, Pali Aike, and Macolod Corridor). Although exposed faulting can be limited by burial, and complicated by the presence of faults related to different stress regimes than those present during the eruption of the volcanic landforms of interest, there was a measurable overlap between nearest neighbor and faulting data supporting their use as a stress indicator. While nearest neighbor analysis using only maars is limited by the sample size, the maar-only lineaments correlate with whole field nearest neighbor analyses from the literature, even for fields with limited maar-only lineaments. This agreement is indicative of the consistency of this phenomena in the fields studied. Maars have a geographic distribution predominantly controlled by the regional stress regime, just as scoria cones do, the only difference being that the conditions at maars enabled phreatomagmatic explosions. This suggests similar controls on magma transport at depth for both scoria cones and maars. This relationship is necessary to establish before investigating the influence of regional stress on the shape of these landforms.

The presence of elongation in maar craters is a documented characteristic, typical of the volcanic feature, and is related to lateral migration of explosion locations during an eruption [De León-Barragán et al. 2020; Graettinger 2018; Ort and Carrasco-Núñez 2009]. However, the controls on this lateral migration have not yet been investigated for a large population of maars. For this study, less than 5 % of the maars with crater rims were too circular to identify an orientation, further highlighting the commonality of lateral migration. Of the maars which exhibit elongation, 74 % fall within elongation modes within their field. When just the strong modes are considered, 55 % of all maars are part of primary elongation orientation modes. These

4 Discussion

The correlation between regional stress indicators and the geographic distribution and alignment of volcanic vents has been described for landforms in monogenetic fields, with a heavy bias on extensional settings [Cebría et al. 2011; Connor et al. 1992; Corazzato and Tibaldi 2006; Hernando et al. 2014; Mazzarini 2003]. In some cases, the shape of the entire volcanic field can align with the regional stress field [Le Corvec et al. 2013b]. In the formation of mafic volcanic cones, vents, and maars, magma rises to the surface from an underground source by tabular dikes and sills frequently resulting in linear trends of vents at the surface. The shape of the resulting landforms is related to eruption history and external conditions like wind, but the process by which they are supplied magma is generally assumed to be the same at depth [Lorenz and Haneke 2004].
percentages are biased by fields where this trend is strongest (Newer Volcanics Province and Pali Aike). Although not every maar presents an elongation orientation that correlates to a mode, these data indicate a commonality within some of the volcanic fields studied and might suggest a consistent influence on crater growth in these fields.

The volcanic fields analyzed can be categorized into three distinct groups based on the observed relationship between maar orientation, orientation modes, and regional stress indicators (Figure 11). The first group includes Pali Aike, Newer Volcanics Province, and the maars of the Macolod Corridor, which each have high numbers of maars that share similar primary elongation orientations as well as large numbers of maars that match faulting and nearest neighbor orientations. The second group contains Lamongan Volcanic Field, which has many maars that share primary elongation orientations, but has no maars which match nearest neighbor or faulting. Finally, the third group of Auckland, Pinacate, and Serdán Oriental Volcanic Field have a limited number of maars sharing similar primary elongation orientations and only a few primary maar elongations that match faulting or nearest neighbor data. Each of these three groups possesses distinguishing features, besides the number of maars that fall in modes, which group them together and set them apart from the others.

The first group is comprised of fields which have both high numbers of maars in primary elongation orientation modes (Newer Volcanics Province, Pali Aike, and Macolod Corridor; average 82% of maars in modes), and high numbers of those maars which share similar primary elongation orientations with regional stress indicators (average 82% of each field; Table 1). The correlation between maar distribution, faults and lineaments show a strong regional stress influence on the geographic distribution of volcanic features. Within the Newer Volcanics Province, there are multiple examples of maars whose locations are directly collocated with faults (Figure 12). However, of the nine maars collocated with faults, the primary elongation orientation of the maar never matches the coincident fault. Further, while many maars can be found with primary elongation orientations similar to the orientation of faults and nearest neighbor lineaments in the Newer Volcanics Province, these maars within a lineament do not have an orientation of elongation similar to the lineament (Figure 6 and 11). In the PAVF and MCM the majority of maars in lineaments do not have orientations similar to the lineament (Figure 7 and 9). NVP and PAVF are both intraplate monogenetic fields, while MCM is in an extensional province surrounded by large stratovolcano and caldera volcanoes related to dual subduction around the Philippines. The similarity of maar primary elongation orientations with regional stress indicators, without spatial correlation to lineaments was unexpected. Of all the volcanic fields, only 18% of maars found in lineaments shared a primary elongation orientation with the lineament they composed (Figure 13A). This indicates that the elongation of maars in these fields is not simply the result of explosion locations migrating along a feeder dike in line with regional stress patterns.

The Lamongan Volcanic Field is considered its own group and contains fourteen maars. Of those maars, 71% fall within primary elongation orientation modes. However, unlike the other three fields which exhibit high populations of maars within primary elongation orientation modes, none of Lamongan’s maar orientation modes overlap with faulting or nearest neighbor modes (Figures 5 and 11). Furthermore, only one maar (not in a mode) can be found with a primary elongation orientation that matches that of a faulting mode (Figure 5). The nearest neighbor mode for this field is matched by faulting but has no maars which share its orientation. The Lamongan Volcanic Field sits within the Sunda Arc and contains a large multi-vent stratovolcano with monogenetic cones and maars on its flanks. As observed by other researchers [Carn
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Figure 11: Comparison of modes and alignment across the seven volcanic fields. [A] Number of maars in modes aligned with different stress indicators. [B] Number of maars in and out of modes aligned with stress indicators.
entations that match the fault. Data from Boyce. Sections by faults but do not have primary elongation orientations of the Newer Volcanic Province (Australia). Several maars are intersected by faults but do not have primary elongation orientations that match the fault. Data from Boyce [2013].

2000; Pirrung et al. 2004], the Lamongan Volcanic Field has a radial distribution of the smaller volcanic landforms, including maars, relative to this central construct. While the maars have orientations that cover all the major directions, they do not have elongation orientations that point back at Lamongan Volcano (Figure 5). The presence of the volcano may have influenced the local stress regime and overridden more regional stresses [Acocella and Neri 2009] influencing dike propagation, and thus the distribution of features. However, it does not appear to explain the orientation of maar elongations. These observations suggest that within Lamongan Volcanic Field, maar elongation orientations are not influenced by regional or local crustal stresses.

The fields in group three, Auckland, Pinacate, and Serdán Oriental, each have fewer than ten maars with measurable elongation orientations (the lowest counts found in this study). In all three fields, no maars occur in modes that match faulting or nearest neighbor modes (Figure 11). Individual maars not in modes do occur within lineaments of vents [De León-Barragán et al. 2020; Le Corvec et al. 2013a; Le Corvec et al. 2013b]. However, the majority of maars in these fields do not have orientations of elongation that align with these stress indicators. These fields all exhibit the lowest number of maars in modes, ranging from 0–37 %. All three fields are intraplate monogenetic fields, although Serdán Oriental is notably the only field with rhyolitic maars in this study. It is possible that the root cause of the lack in modes belongs to their shared low number of maars.

In order for any orientation mode to be identified in this methodology, even a weak one, three or more data points must be found within twenty degrees of one another. While this is an easy requirement to meet for other fields, in these three, a mode would have to contain more than 30 % of the maars measured. Across all fields, the average primary elongation orientation mode contains only 22 % of the maars in field. In spite of the low numbers, the group three volcanic fields contained maars with primary elongations which covered a wide range of orientations and none of the fields were found to have a majority of maar elongation orientations in any single orientation (Figures 4, 8 and 10). Group three maars may be small in number but indicate that regional stress was not the main influence on the majority of maar crater elongations.

More than half of the maars in the volcanic fields studied exhibit similar elongation orientations as faulting and nearest neighbor trends, but only 18 % of maars found in nearest neighbor lineaments shared a primary elongation orientation with the lineament they composed (Figure 13A). This has been noted in the study of individual maars, such as Joya Honda in the Ventura Volcanic Field in Mexico, which occurs within a line of aligned vents, but where the crater shape is not aligned in the same direction [López Loera et al. 2008]. Similarly, observations of eroded diatremes like Ship Rock in New Mexico reveal many dikes that are offset from the main diatreme. These observations suggest that for many maars the stresses that determine an individual maar’s geographic position are not the same as those acting on crater elongation. The apparent inconsistency between similar orientations of elongation within a volcanic field (on average 84 % of maars occur within modes), the lack of spatial clustering of maars in modes, and the lack of correlation of orientation in maars within a given lineament presents a challenge for narrowing down the forces influencing elongation of maars.

To analyze the azimuthal distribution of maar modes and stress indicators, the percentage of potential orientations (as a factor of 360 degrees) for maar primary elongations and stress indicators were tabulated (Figure 13B). All of the fields have maar crater orientations that cover <50 % of the available orientations, while the orientation of stress indicators within individual fields varies from 11–71 % (33–94 % if allowed a 10 degree buffer). The sheer range of orientations accounted for in each field by nearest neighbor and faulting data almost always surpasses the percentage of maars for that field which were found to share a similar primary elongation orientation with those orientations. Interestingly, Lamongan’s stress indicators correlated with the gap in maar orientations (Figure 5). In summary, maar elon-
gations have more limited orientations, compared to stress indicators across fields, and maars do not appear to have purely random orientations.

If regional structural controls were the dominant influence on the elongation orientation of maar craters in general, a much larger portion of the maars in each field would be found with similar elongation orientations as faults and nearest neighbor lineaments. Although not analyzed due to low occurrence, each volcanic field studied had at least one maar that displayed more than one direction of elongation and a convoluted shape, but Bullen Meri of the Newer Volcanics Province shows that this second orientation also does not necessarily correlate with regional faults (Figure 1B). For those maars where regional stress does not correlate with primary crater elongation, laterally migrating phreatomagmatic explosions are likely influenced by more local controls related to the host geology, variations in the plumbing system at shallow levels, and stresses influenced by the eruption itself.

Although the fields studied here occur in a range of tectonic settings, the majority occur in extensional basins with surficial coverage of pyroclastic and sedimentary rocks overlaying thicker sequences of sedimentary rocks or a crystalline basement. Host lithologies influence the distribution, orientation, and character of aquifers that rising magma may encounter to produce phreatomagmatism. Variation in water availability can lead to multiple explosion foci or migration of foci over the course of an eruption and has been cited as a likely source of lateral migration in studies of individual maars [Le Corvec et al. 2018; Lorenz 2003; Ort and Carrasco-Núñez 2009; White and Ross 2011], suggesting that maar elongation may partly reflect aquifer geometry rather than dike geometry.

Additionally, the occurrence of maars in unconsolidated or weak strata may influence the shape of maars. Research into the influence of host rock strength on the size and shape of maars [Auer et al. 2007; Macorps et al. 2016] has focused on crater stability during growth. For example, in the case of Joya Honda the crater shape asymmetry was attributed to tilted strata on one side of the crater being undercut by the crater and encouraging asymmetrical mass wasting [López Loera et al. 2008]. Material properties of host rocks (density, strength, contrasts), not only contribute to the (in)stability of a crater, but also influences the propagation of magma. For instance, shallow sill complexes primarily form when dikes encounter the contact between areas of strongly contrasting rigidity [van den Hove et al. 2017]. Although distribution of different lithologies around and beneath maar volcanoes requires more individualized studies than this work allows, the majority of the volcanic fields analyzed here are hosted in weak strata atop bedrock. Therefore, the commonality of elongation orientations within larger volcanic fields may be related to these host rock contrasts and to the occurrence of sills within maar feeder systems. These can contribute to the lateral migration of explosion locations in some maar forming eruptions. Work in the Hopi Buttes, an eroded monogenetic field that contains numerous maar-diatreme structures, demonstrated the prevalence of sill-like structures at various depths within the sedimentary host rock sequence [Muirhead et al. 2016; Re et al. 2015; Valentine et al. 2017]. Additional investigations into the geometry and inclination of feeder dikes and sills relative to crater shape may provide insight into individual maars and their final crater geometry.

In addition to the static conditions before an eruption, recent work has drawn attention to the influence of the dynamic forces resulting from the subsurface explosive activity that drives maar formation itself [Le Corvec et al. 2018]. The supply of magma and water, and host rock material properties likely vary in direct response to the eruption itself. Numerical studies by Le Corvec et al. [2018] indicate that the initial explosion of a maar eruption could alter the stress field around the maar-diatreme and divert the dike which

Figure 13: Comparisons of maar orientations relative to other metrics to contextualize the results. [A] The occurrence of maars in lineaments and how many of those maars have primary elongations that match the lineament. [B] Comparison of the percent of possible orientations (out of 360 degrees) of maar orientations and stress indicators.
feeds it. This change in stress field, and dike diversion, would influence the elongation orientation of maars. Further research into the response of aquifers to rising magma and partially confined subsurface explosions would shed additional light on the influences on lateral explosion migration during a maar-forming eruption.

5 Conclusions

This study investigated the orientation of elongated maars across seven locations in monogenetic and complex volcanic fields. Across these fields only 31% of maars showed a correlation between the orientation of the maar crater and regional stress indicators. Of the fields studied, three showed a higher correlation between maar orientation and the regional stress indicators (Newer Volcanics Province, Pali Aike Volcanic Field and the Macolod Corridor), but for maars that occurred within a lineament of volcanic vents the elongation of the crater rarely (18%) aligned with the lineament. Furthermore, maars which shared similar primary elongation orientations with other maars were not found to be grouped close together geographically. The tendency of maars to exhibit similar primary elongation orientations within a field, but not with proximal maars or maars within the same lineament, suggest the regional stresses that influence a feeder dike’s propagation do not strongly control the elongation of maar craters. The evolution of conceptual models of maar formation, based on recent field and numerical research, suggest that the formation of sills, and dynamic stress regimes produced by the eruption itself, should be considered alongside localized variation in the hydrology and rock strength as influences on the lateral migration of explosion locations during a maar-forming eruption.

Additional research focused on the study of diatreme shapes using eroded diatremes and geophysical evidence, the hydrologic conditions that led to past maar eruptions, shallow geologic units, and the response of water and water-saturated sediments to the intrusion of magma, are necessary to constrain the influences on lateral migration of phreatomagmatic explosions during maar-forming eruptions. Hazard analyses for future maar forming eruptions in populated volcanic fields such as Auckland and the Macolod Corridor would benefit from the ability to anticipate the possibility and direction of lateral migration during an eruption.
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